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secutex coating 
Lifting straps for extreme loads 

There are many advantages in using textile lifting 
accessories such as lifting straps and round 
slings: low dead weight, high load capacities, 
easy handling, adapts perfectly to the load, 
limited risk of injury for the user, etc. The com-
bination with cut-resistant secutex allows these 
advantages to be used when lifting sharp-edged 
loads. 

secutex is an incredible polyurethane elastomer 
with particular physical and chemical properties: 

high structural integrity 
secutex is extremely cut- and wear-resistant. 
It has incredibly high structural strength in 
comparison with other chemical materials. This 
means that the polyurethane elastomer can, for 
example, be stretched to 500% of its original 
length without tearing.

Protects the load 
Compared with regular rubber, secutex has 
significantly greater elasticity - even in the event 
of extreme temperature fluctuations. secutex-
coated lifting straps adapt to the load softly and 
flexibly, increasing the radius of critical edges. 
The lifting forces generated there are transferred 
and distributed. This means that the sensitive 
load remains undamaged.

Extreme wear resistance 
secutex is very long-lasting. The coating protects 
the textile lifting strap from rough surfaces.
The closed surface keeps foreign particles, 
liquids and chemicals out and prevents them from 
destroying the strap from the inside. The textile 
fibres of the lifting strap remain undamaged.

Sustainably stable 
No shrinking, no creasing. secutex keeps its sha-
pe even under intensive use and can be easily slid 
under the load. The secutex protective sleeves 
keep their length, reliably protecting the textile 
lifting accessory against the „sharp edges“. 

Secutex-Prallschutz
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secutex Clip sleeves 

01.3  SECUTEX PROTECTIVE HOSES

veloxClip 

veloxClip 

While the stiffness of regular protective sleeves 
often makes lifting easier, it can be rather uncom-
fortable when handling smaller-sized loads. Small 
gaps and limited contact areas make handling 
the stiff protective sleeve more difficult in this 
situation. The secutex „veloxClip“ is made with a 
slit along the reverse side. This makes it very fle-
xible in the bending direction. In the longitudinal 
direction, on the other hand, the protective sleeve 
keeps its valued properties and remains stiff. This 
makes it a very simple-to-use alternative when 
lifting loads with more limited contact areas. It 
is easy to insert through lower gaps and adapts 
flexibly to loads during lifting.

The advantages
 - Especially flexible in the transverse direction
 - Easy to position
 - Durably keeps its shape

 Optional
 - Slit increments/positions varied upon request
 - This means that the degree of flexibility can be  
 adjusted in great detail

Various slit patterns on the reverse side

 „Constant“ slit structure
The protective sleeve is slit along its entire 
length and is exceptionally flexible in the bending 
direction.

„Asymmetrical“ slit structure 
The slit structure is adapted precisely to the 
contact position. This allows the protective 
sleeve to grip the load very flexibly.

Individual slit structure
The spacing of the slit pattern on the reverse 
side can be adjusted as desired. This allows the 
flexibility factor to be adjusted in minute detail.

„Centre“ slit structure
 The protective sleeve is slit at the centre of the 
contact area, where it is very flexible. 

secutex veloxClip: reverse side is slit transversely.
This makes the protective sleeve very flexible.

Transversely-slit protective sleeve

With low height
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